Noninvolvement of chromosome 16 in karyotype evolution of acute myeloid leukemia in a patient with a heritable fragile site on 16q22.
A fragile site on the long arm of chromosome #16 (q22) was detected in a 24-year-old man with pancytopenia. During the course of the disease he developed an inverted duplication of region q11-12 of chromosome #1 and a translocation between chromosomes #9 and #13: t(9;13)(p22;q32). These abnormalities, as well as an additional iso-like marker chromosome that consisted of one normal 9p and the abnormal 9p arm, were detected in Epstein-Barr nuclear antigen-positive B-cell cultures. Two years later, evolution of the abnormal clone with loss of chromosome #7 and, subsequently, chromosome #22 occurred in connection with development of acute myeloid leukemia. Although the heritable fragile site on chromosome #16 was present in all cell populations investigated, it was not involved in the evolution of the abnormal karyotype. This fragile chromosome #16 also was found in 4 of 11 family members in whom chromosome analysis was performed, thus suggesting this aberration was inherited in a dominant autosomal pattern. The incidence of the heritable fragile site in normal and leukemic cells of the patient, as well as stimulated blood cultures of his relatives, are reported. In addition, the possible relationship between this constitutional chromosome breakage syndrome and the occurrence of leukemia is analyzed.